integumentum is explained in some detail. The term is given the same range of meaning as in the Super Thebaiden and the same lines of the Ars Poetica are cited in support of its method.21 The Thebaid commentary, in fact, refers so briefly to this definition that one is tempted to assume that it was a later, hasty redaction of it, and that the work is, in a sense, a set of 'lecture notes. ' To turn briefly to the second part of the accessus, the literary figure illustrat ing allegory, the above argument appears to be confirmed. In conclusion, while too much weight should not be placed on the evidence, it would be reasonable to suppose that Super Thebaiden was not written in the sixth century but in the twelfth. Based upon the accessus, the period 1120-1180 might be proposed as limiting dates. The author also seems to have drawn heavily on the kind of literary theory being practised in commentaries on the 520-48; 25 (1904) 248-72; 26 (1905) 59-81, 349-62; 27 (1906) 70-83, 166-88, 296-310,^431-42; 28 (1907) The following summae were written on Raymond's Summa de casibus in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. They all (except for 'Quia non pigris') followed the organization of Raymond's Summa. They have, there fore, the same titles that Raymond used (although the wording of the titles varies slightly) and the same divisions into three or four books. Although only further study can determine the value of these summae, it is clear that they rather soon degenerated into what seems to be purely didactical writing such as ' Quid sit symonia. There are three more manuscripts which contain a summa that is closely related to the above work, but differs from it in small ways. Generally, however, it follows the text of the summa in Clm 14789. It is also provided with a dif ferent prologue.
It is found in three Munich MSS, Glm 665 fol. 145ra-199VD, Glm 9528 fol. 102ra-131rb, Glm 22293 fol. 149^-178ra.28 
